Civil War Study Supply List

This class will inspire and motivate you to delve more deeply into this era by studying fabrics,
block type, women, men, songs and even poetry from this period in history. We will participate
in a fabric swap to enhance everyone’s stash and if you wish to participate in the trade bring
a variety of fabrics from this time period, pre-cut into 9x11 or the easiest is to cut a fat (18 x 22)
1/4 yd into four equal pieces. You will trade as many pieces as you bring. This exercise will
also allow us to study pattern and colors more closely in case you are in doubt if your fabric is
authentic. (I believe if you like it, it will work) No one will grade us on the authenticity, however I
want you to know the difference and then you can make your own choice.
You will be given a variety of patterns to choose and you will be able to work independently of
other students and plan your own masterpiece working with the Civil War Legacy by Kaye
England, or your alternate patterns. There will be lots of quilts to study and choose from.
Bring to class a wide variety of fabrics in small pieces and also;
Civil War Legacy by kaye england (available in class)
sewing machine
rotary cutting equipment
any basic supply you like to have on hand
half square triangle ruler - optional
quarter square triangle ruler – optional
bias rectangle ruler – optional
The three above rulers are all from Nifty Notions and are optional to make your work
easier. You can use any ruler that does these jobs. Rulers will be available in class.
camera and lots of film
notebook/pencil
fabric and paper scissors
Most importantly plan on new techniques and a deeper insight into our historical quilts.
Instructor - Kaye England
www. KayeEngland.com

